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Classically Exact Surface Diffusion Constants
at Arbitrary Temperature

Arthur F. Voter and Jennifer M. Cohen

Theoretical Division (T-12, MS J5G9)
Los Ahrnos National Laboratory

Los AhurIos, NM 87543

ABSTRACT

An expression is presented for computing the classical diffusion constant of a point

defect (e.g. an adatom) in an infinite lattice of binding sites at arbitrary temperature. The

transition state theory diffusion constant is simply multiplied by a dynamical correction

factor that is computed from short-time classical trajectories initiated at the site bound-

aries. The time scale limitations of direct molecular dynamics are thus avoided in the low

and middle tempcx ature regimes. The expression results from taking the time derivat ivr of

the particle mean square displacement in the lattim-discrrtized (:oordiilrd~ systcm. Appli-

critiolls arr pmwntrd for surfnw diffllsioll on fc.c(100) nml frc( 111 ) Lmm~r(l-Jonrs tryst n]

fares.
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1. Introduction

Mokular dynamics (MD) simulations have played an important role in the under-

standing of surface diffusion processes[l]. Single adatom diffusion constants can he com-

puted by simply integrating the classical trajectory of an atom adsorbed on the desired

crystal face, where the crystal is modeled by a finite cluster of atoms with periodic bound-

ary conditions in the two directions parallel to the surface. The adatom diffusion constant

(D) is then extracted from either the time derivative of the mean square displacement or

from the time integral of the velocity autocorrelation function. Because surface diffusion

is an activated process, this approach is limited to temperatures high enough, relativs to

the diffusi m activation barrier, that the time between adatom diffusive jumps is short

compared to the computer simulation time. Toiler et al[2] have approached the diffusion

problem by examining in de.tail the phase space properties of the saddle s~uface represent-

ing the barrier between two binding sites. In this way, they derive an expression for the

true crossing rate of a diffusing particle, correcting for dynamically correlated recros:,ings

of the “oa.mier. However, no amount is taken of multil]le jumps that lead the particle to

thmlnalizr in a distant binding sitf~. This typr of rt’cnt can be impor?.nnt, -s will IN’ sct*JL

hehnv, At low tmllpcrnturrs, R diffrrtmt nlctll(xl ~nn h t?Xill)l{lyO(l[3], thnt cx~A)its tim

rarr rrcllt natllrr of t.hc diffllsi(m p:ort=ss, In this FIl)lmNirlI, D is firsi ap]mmil]]:~tml Ijj

transiti(m stntc thm~ry[4](TST), Tlmt is, ttw rntr rf}llst.nnt for t=scnpr km n surfnm hitl(l-

illg sit.c is tnhl fis tlw nvcrugr rntc nt which sitr t(>sitr rr(lssil)gs (m-m, FU1(It.]ww Crossings

n.rr nsslll]llvl to }W (Iiwcti(ulnl]y lllI(m(IlrtOl:\t(.(l.This ‘1’S’1’ (Iifr.lsii]tl collstwlt (DT’S””) cu]I l~f’

ctJIII]jIIt(’fl Ilsillg r(lllililllilllll 111~.tll(l(lsIntllt”l tlImI trnjrvtfui(.s. I’111. rln.wicnlly CXII(”I(Iifl”ll

si(]]l m)ll:.tmlt Cnll tlvll I)(’ l~l~tnilwll Iq’ r(wrwtill~ 1)”1’%1”f(~l (orlrlntrfl (Iyl)nllli(.nl r\fIIIl\
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(e.g., quick sequential jumps in the same direction by an activated adatom) using short-

time trajectories that are initiated at the TST boundaries dividing the binding sites. The

dynamical corrections formalism for correcting TST rate constants, whether for a two-state

system [5] or for a many-state system[3], is valid only in the low temperature regime, in

which correlated dynamical events occur on a much shorter time scale than the reactive

events. Wit h these two methods available for computing D at high temperature and low

temperature, a difficulty arises in the intermediate temperature regime. Here direct hlD

is unfe=ible and the dynamical corrections formalism is invalid.

A solution to this problem has been developed recently [6,7]. Although dynamical

corrections to TST rate constants are not valid sxcept at low temperature[3], it can be

shown that dynamical corrections to diflusion constants are in fact valid at any tempeiaturr

for which the lattice of binding sites is well defined[i]. The purpose of this paper is

to present a brief overview of this motl~od and its application to surface diffusion. II]

Section II, we summarize the dekvation of the method. In Section 111, we demonstrate its

application to surface diffusion by calculating D for adatom diffusion on tile fcc( 100) and

fcc(l 11) surfaces. The+sr results are presentrd in more cktail elsewhm=[i,fl].

11. Theory

Tiw higi~-tcl)lr)crntt]rr dynrunica] corrections dcrivntioli hns born prmclltrd in two (Ii{

frrmlt whys[G,’i]. Stnrting fr(ml the low tcrllprrntllrc dyllnn]icnl r(mccti(~lls ftmllalisI11[2,5],



more direct approach[6], in which an expression is derived directly from the mean square

displacement of a tagged, diffusing particle.

We take as our system a particle diffusing in an infinite lattice of binding sites. Be-

cause these sites cover the physical space of positions at”ailablc to the diffusing particle, a

discretized coordinate for the diffusing particle can be defined by

3

where

O)(i) = d {F’j[R(t)]) ,

(1)

Here 6{ } is the standard step function, R(t) is the configuration-space coordinate of Ihe

par!icle at time t, R, is the average position for the particle in state j, and F’J(R) is a

continuous, differentiable function with the property that.

(

> 0 if R is in state j
F,(R) = O if R is on the boundary to state j (3)

~ < 0 if R is outside of statr j .

Thus, R~(i) takes on tile valur of the average position of the stntc in which thr prirtich’

resides at time t. Thr time dm-ivative of the discrctimd mmrdinatr for a partick p~ssing

from stntr i to ndjn~xwlt stntc j is givrll by

d Rd(t)
— = t),(f) A,(f) [R, – R] ,
dt

wl](}rr I’,(I) is tll(l vrltwity r{ll]:l)t)llcllt II(WIII:IIto tlw lM)IIIIrliIry nt R(t),

v); ~
1’, –“ ——–----

IV}*’,[
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(ui is positive if the particle is exiting state i), and Ji(t) is nonzero only at the boundary

to state i,

6i(t) = 6 {F’i[R(t)]} lvF’i[R(t)]l (6)

(t{ } is the Dirac delta function). This convention matches that used previously[3].

The derivation proceeds as follows. The diffusion constant can be written a>

D=~ ~ (lR(t) - R(t,)12) ,
2a dto

(7)

where a is the dimensionality of the space and t - to is assumed to be longer than the

memory time of the diffusing particle.

ensemble average. [An average over a

The brackets (...) indicate the usual canonical

weighting function (w) other than e-~~ will be

indicated by a right-hand subscript. One restricted to the configuration space of state i

will be written (P),, where u~i = (?,(0) e-~~j. Performing the time derivative in Eq, (7)

over discretized coordinates (setting to = O) leads to

[1D=; (+ ~[R(t) - R(O)])
1=()

(9)

(lo)



O;(O) iS defined by O;(O) = 8j(O+) + @j(O_), and ~lj = ;(R, + RJ). The sum over j

picks out all the states adjacent to state i, and 83*(0), in conjunction with 6i(Oj, picks out

only those trajectories that are poised at the i-j boundary at t = O.

Equation (9) gives the diffusion constant in terms of trajectories that are at the TST

boundaries at t = O, thus overcoming the rare-event problem at low temperatures. More-

over, as long as these trajectories are run long enough that the particle memory is lost, the

expression is valid at any temperature for which the lattice of binding sites is well defined.

We now manipulate Eq. (9) to arril’e at a more computationally convenient form.

The TS2° rate of escape from state z is gi~~en by[3,G]

~TST = ( lut(o) [~,(o))
1- 2~, “

(11)

Defining the weighting function for a Maxwellian flux t.f particles through the TST borcler

to state i,

tllhf F, = (?,(0)15,(O) IV,(O) Ie-$tf ,

k~~T can be written as

(13)

(14)



similarly restricted to this subspace of representative states. Once the TST boundaries

.TST for each uniquehat-e been specified, the evaluation of Eq. (14) involves computing ki_

state, e.g., using configuration-space Monte CM1O[9], and integrating MD trajectories that

are initiated at each unique TST boundary. The trajectory initial conditions can be ob-

tained by sampling from a cofiguration-space Metropolis walk [1O] restricted to the TST

boundary. For the diffusing particle, the initial momentum along the direction normal to

the TST boundary is chosen randomly from a Maxwellia.n-flux distribution, as dictated by

the weighting function in Eq. (12). The momenta for other the coordinates in the sys-

tem, including the two perpendicular coordinates of the diffusing particle, are randomly

selected from a standard Maxwell dist nbution. These trajectories are then integrated long

enough that the memory of the initial conditions are lost, after which time D from Eq.

(14) maintains a platea~~.value with statistical fluctuations, as shown below.



the vertices for a square lattice of binding sites on fcc( 100) and a triangular Iat tice on

fcc(lll), as shown in Fig. 1. For the (100) surface, there is only one unique binding site.

However, the (11 1) surface has two types of binding sites, corresponding to the fcc and

hcp positions for seeding the next substrate layer. Thus the e~aluation of the diffusion

constant for the (11 1) surface requires two sets of trajectories: one initially entering an fcc

site and the other initially entering an hcp site.

Figure 2 shows the resuits for fcc( 100) at T= O.345 (all temperatures and times are

in Lennard-Jones reduced units). This temperature, roughly half the melting point, was

chosen to illustrate that Eq. (14) can be successfully applied even at temperatures in the

direct NID regime. At lower temperatures, the method is even more easily applied because

a smaller number of uncorrelated jumps would be expected to occur on the time scale of

the dynamically correlated events. This, in turn, leads to better statistics. The evaluation

of Eq. (14) at t=O yields the TST diffusion constant. In the case of one unique binding

site,

where o is the space dimensionality and 1 is the distance

(15)

bet~veml adjacent binding sites.

Usi]]g tl~r hfonte Carlo method mentioned above, k~~~Y’iscomputc(l to IN 0.10+ .01. FroII~

this we obtain D(t = 0+] =DTs~= 0.03fi * .006, as shmvn irl Fig. 2. Values at positi~”e



computed from Eq. (7) using trajectories that were integrated for the same length of time

as the saddle point trajectories, but whose initial conditions were not confined to the TST

boundary. The two methods for computing D are seen to agree.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the dynamical correction factor, D/DTsT.g

At very low temperatures, D/DTsT= 1, because the adatom crossing the saddle point has ‘

virtually no excess energy; subsequent interactions with substrate atoms, which on aver-

age will lower its energy, leave it with too little momentum to cross another boundary.

It should be noted that if a position other than the symmetric saddle point were chosen

for the TST boundary, D/D ‘sTwould be less than unity at T = O. [However, Eq. (14)

would still be valid.] At high temperatures, D/DTsTincreases with T. This arises from

the increase in excess energy of the adatom, which gives a greater number of correlated

events in the form of directionally aligned multiple jumps along a given direction. This has

been previously observed in analyses of direct MD trajectories[12 -14] for both the. surfaces

studied here. The effect is more pronounced on the (111) surface because the diffusion

acti%ration barrier (EA N 0.30) is murh lower than for the ( 100) surface (J??A s 1.55).

An effect that has not been previous.!y observed is that D/D~sTdips below unity for

fcc(lll), with a minimum at about T = 0.04. This results from the fact that at low

temperatures, with the substrate atoms near their equilibrium positions, an adatom hi~s a

reasonable probability of entering the binding site nearly pcrpclldicular to tile tumatoll~

TST “~iit~,” bouxlcixlg off t)]r substrate atom at tl]e fm si(ltt of tl]e bindixlg sit.>, axl(i rc-

triwil)g its patl~ back tllr(~l]gll tllc same TST gzzte. Inslm-tit)]] of Eq. ( 14) shm~s that

this c(~lltril)lltt’s IICg,[ltiVf’]~ to D. 111 contrast , t}lc tyl)(’ of dt)tll)lc juxtll) t]ltit, illcrrasf,s

9



D/DTsTrequires that theadatom change direction by60°, whiic maintaining enough en-

ergy to clear the next saddle point. This type of event does nc}t dominate unt ii above

T=O.1.

IV. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that rigorous, classical surface diffusion constants can be com-

puted at arbitrary temperature using transition state theory augmented by short-time

classical trajectories. This method, which can also be applied to solid state diflusion, thus

represents a unified approach to computing point defect diffusion constants. In thefcc(111 )

and fcc( 100) examples presented here, the dynamical correction factor, D/ DTsT, increases

with T at high temperatures, as expected from considerations of the energy of the adatom

relative to the diffusion barrier. On the (111) surface, D/D TsTshows an interesting dip

below unity at low temperature, caused by concerted bounce-back recrossing.

1()
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FIG. 2. Diffusion constant (inreduced units) for Lennard-Jones fcc(100). D(t) from

Eq. (14) is plotted with error bars representing a 90!!lo confidence interval. The solid line

at~= 0.038 is the direct MD result, with associated error limits indicated by dashed

lines. For the saddle point trajectories, the circles give the number of new difhive jumps,

relative to the total number of trajectories ( 194Sj, per At = 1.56 time interval. Correlated

events are seen to end by approximately t = 14.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the dynamical correction factor for adatom dif-

fusion on fcc( 100) (squares) and fcc(l 11) (triangles)
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